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LASOONA: Society for Human and Natural Resource Development is a national, multi-disciplinary, 

development oriented and non-profit making organization. LASOONA affirms to be committed to 

wellbeing of masses through promoting ecologically sound development in remote and impoverished 

pockets of Pakistan in general and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (formerly North West Frontier province -NWFP) 

and FATA in particular. 

LASOONA is a Pashto word, meaning “Hands”. LASOONA was established in 1997 by a group of highly 

motivated and civic-minded people. It formally registered under societies' act of 1860. By the time of 

establishment, the founding leadership laid the foundation of LASOONA with the premise of promoting 

ecologically sound development. LASOONA is also certified /accredited by Pakistan Center for 

Philanthropy (PCP).  Moreover, LASOONA has got tax exemption status from Federal Board of Revenue, 

Government of Pakistan under Section 2(36) of Income Tax Ordinance 2001.

For more than a decade, LASOONA enjoys the history of being a civil society organization is strenuously 

working for the conservation, promotion and sustainable management of natural resources and has had 

been advocating the participatory management of natural resources as a mean to livelihood security. 

It works with a spirit to serve humanity without any discrimination on the basis of gender, caste and 

creed. While committed to the well-being of masses, LASOONA has the history of working with all 

segments of society even with little resources and expertise, thus becoming a role model at local level. So 

after its more than a decade history, LASOONA felt it necessary to work as an Institution with an 

extended and holistic philosophy of participatory development to help the deprived and marginalized 

segments of society to have an access to the basic means of livelihood together with improved social 

services at local level. 

Furthermore, LASOONA practices Social Guidance Approach to ensure the participation of beneficiaries 

and other stakeholders and for creation of a cadre of selfless, honest and dedicated volunteer activists 

from within the community who, in turn, are given the responsibility to lead their community. 

LASOONA has also proven its worth when Pakistan shook by earthquakes, conflict and flood disasters and 

took a step forward by including disaster risk management and climate change in its thematic focuses to 

reduce the risk of future calamities.
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Project Officer  Livelihood. Afterward, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed 

with Hazrat Bibi for carrying out further activities. In order to strengthen her economic 

capacity and making her barren plot prolific, she was provided with inputs for cultivating 

gladiolus flowers. The inputs include 1500 glade corms, 50kg urea and 25kg Sulphate of 

Potassium (SoP). It was also mandatory to strengthen her knowledge base. For this she was 

imparted diverse capacity building sessions (Field Days) on gladiolus and business skills. The 

first “Field Day” session was on how to cultivate gladiolus flower; site selection, land 

preparation, manure and fertilizers application. The second “Field Day” session was on the 

subject of enhancing skills in managing the crop as earthening up, insect, pest and disease 

control measures. The last “Field Day” was imparted on capacitating her with techniques of 

marketing and storage of cut flowers like harvest, post-harvest, packing and packaging, 

marketing and storage of corms and cormels.   

RESULTS:  After successful intervention of LASOONA in village Kalam, Ms. Hazrat Bibi is now 

magnificently engaged in producing cut flowers. The project staff developed her linkages with 

big buyers in the downtowns hubs of the country. At present, she possesses erudite command 

over techniques of sowing, managing, harvesting, packing and packaging of flowers as well as 

rewarding marketing skills. The novelty of the crop is the triple increase in the production 

capacity of her plot in the next harvest by remarkable increase in corms (seeds). Besides, this 

will provide her with free corms in the next round of sowing. She is self-assured in 

accomplishing her basic needs through her new business of cut flowers. Ms. Hazrat Bibi 

expounded “I was trapped in a quagmire of diverse economic problems and this intervention 

proved to be a blessing for me and my children economic well-being. My husband was a 

security of our livelihoods but his death left us alone and there was no door to be knocked for 

help. But LASOONA extended hands of support in crucial times and there is no limits of my 

happiness” At the moment she makes approximately Rs. 19,000 out of her business in a 

month that will probably increase in the next round of yield. She craved to adopt the business 

for her entire life span for the reason that she believes it might wipe out her vicious poverty 

forever. She was appreciative and indebted to LASOONA for supporting her in a challenging 

situation.    

CHALLENGE:  Ms. Hazrat Bibi wife of Habib Gul (Late) is of 43 years, living in Kalam, in a 

secluded village of District Swat. The death of her spouse in 2010 was a devastating loss that 

left her insecure of financial future. When a spouse dies, the emotional toll may heighten by 

financial fears. The shock of widowhood shattered her world of happiness. She is mother of a 

son (18 years of age) and a daughter (6 years of age). When her husband died she was really 

unprepared for satisfying livelihood of her family on self-help basis. However, she started 

tailoring at her home and was earning a least amount that could hardly suffice merely for one 

time meal for her children. But regrettably she lost her eyesight after few years and was not 

capable of tailoring anymore. Her parental family supported her financially up to some extent 

but it was not regular. In the mean while she dropped her son out of school while he was in 
th

class 8  and told him to start work as a trainee in a local automobile workshop. At first he did 

not receive any amount but after elapsing few months in the workshop he received Rs. 50 per 

day. This amount was not sufficient for livelihood of the whole family. Ms. Hazrat Bibi was 

awfully wretched and frequently thinking about the future of her family that how will she 

overcome this challenge. 

INITIATIVE:  LASOONA- Society for Human & Natural Resource Development with the 

financial support of Diakonie Katastrophenhilfe (DKH) launched an integrated project titled 

“Integrated Food Security and WASH Project (IFSW) to strengthen the resilience of most 

vulnerable households and villages in the four union councils of District Swat”. The prime 

objective of the project is to strengthen the coping capacities of local population against 

vulnerabilities in respect of natural disasters and food security. The project encompasses two 

union councils of Tehsil Matta  Beha and Gwalerai, and two at Tehsil Behrain  Kalam and Utror. 

Fifteen villages of the same union councils are benefiting from this intervention. 

Ms. Hazrat Bibi wife of Habib Gul (Late) at the very first instance was identified by the project 

staff through Village Disaster Management Committee (VDMC)  village Kalam and selected as 

gladiolus farmer as nine other farmers according to established selection criteria for gladiolus 

(cut flower) farmers. After selection process, her 10 Marlas plot physically verified by the 













Village Public Health Committee Pitao  A case of dedication

Villag Pitao Gandao is one of the farthest villages in district Shangla comprises of 150 houses 

having a population of 2000 people. Majority of the men folk is employed in coal mines as 

daily wagers in other districts of the country and mostly women folk are responsible for raring 

of cattle and growing of maize crop on the small tracts of mountainous land, once a year as 

practiced in most of the areas of the arid areas of district Shangla.

Scarcity of drinking water in the area can be gauged from the fact that women and children 

are compelled to fetch water from only one natural spring located at an average distance of 

one hour from all the houses. Lack of water is coupled with lack of awareness about the 

implications of unsafe hygiene practices and practice of open defecation is common in the 

populace.

The village is selected for construction of drinking water supply scheme out of 23 villages 

where LASOONA has worked for rehabilitation and construction of drinking water supply 

schemes in earthquake affected areas of district Shangla, with the financial assistance of 

CONCERN Worldwide. 

The technical surveys were carried out for the scheme construction and the approved 

materials were supplied to the village when LASOONA team was informed that the spring 

source surveyed for tapping of drinking water to the village got controversial as the land 

owner where spring was located denied to donate the spring keeping in view the damage to 

his crops. A number of meetings were conducted with the landowners and the communities 

but the matter remained unsolved. The village Public Health Committee was taken onboard 

and they started search for another spring source. It was very difficult to find the source 

having no land right issues and finally a source located at a distance of about 6 kilometers to 

the village was proposed for the scheme.



As the already designed spring source was having the distance of 2.5 kilometers from the 

village it was a new challenge for LASOONA and PHC of the village to extend the existing 

approved pipe line to the new source. The matter was discussed with the community and a 

unanimous resolution was passed that village folks will contribute for purchase of the 

remaining 3.5 kilometer one inch dia HDPE pipe and accessories even if they had to sell their 

cattle. They started collecting contributions from the locals the very next day at the rate of Rs 

1000/= per household.

Meanwhile the matter was brought into the notice of CONERN Worldwide colleagues and 

request for revision and approval of utilization of funds for the extension of scheme was 

raised. The request was prioritized by the good office of CONCERN and got approval in four 

working days. The respective village committee was contacted and informed that the scheme 

extension approval is received and now scheme will be completed soon. Till approval the 

village public health committee has collected an amount of Rs 80,000/= and were trying to 

collect more for the purchase of pipe and accessories. The money collected for the scheme 

extension was offered to the villagers for reimbursement as the Public Health Committee got 

the issue resolved but they declined and committed that this will be used as seed fund for the 

village committee which works for the development of the village. 

The scheme is now completed and the village folks are happy as one of the locals Aab e Hayat 

said that we can't believe that we are getting clean drinking water in this dry spell as during 

dry spells we faced numerous problems in getting water for household usage and cattle.

In a meeting with the community people of the area thanked LASOONA and CONCERN 

Worldwide for making the dream of availability of water in the village a reality and prayed the 

well-being of the organizations and the people working in these organizations.







Challenge:  The Pakistan earthquake October 26, 2015 left behind a disturb life particularly in 

Malakand division of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. District Swat is one of the most affected 

Districts witnessed huge damages to the residential houses. The children, women and men 

left uncovered as their houses rooftop were zero ground; they were shelter less, left with no 

blanket even to cover their selves. The residents of the damaged houses were either living in 

tents during the harsh living conditions or were living with their relatives' houses with 

compromised privacy. 

Shamsher Ali S/O Said Mehmood resident of Akhun-Baba Saidu Sharifis one of the affectees 

of the earthquake where his rented house was damaged and his family (a wife and 4 children) 

left behind with no shelter.  It was difficult to live in tent due to the harsh cold weather this is 

why he rented another house on 4000 PKR monthly rent which was more as compare to 

before earthquake. Mr. Shamshir Ali is working for a private rent a car company as a driver 

and  is being paid PKR 10,000 as monthly salary.   He was dreaming to admit his two children 

in school in the month of March where the new school session start but it was felt difficult 

keeping in view his financial position after the earthquake October 26, 2015.

Initiative:  LASOONA: Society for Human and Natural Resource Development with financial 

and technical support of Care International in Pakistan were among the first to implement 

emergency relief support project “Shelter and winterization relief for earthquake affected 

communities District Swat” Mr. Shamsher Ali was selected one of the beneficiaries and was 

provided shelter and winterization package consisting of CGI sheets, Tarpaulin, poplar 

timbers, steel guarders, salvaging kit, quilts, mattresses and shawls. Additionally, he is given 

tarpaulin sheet for boundary wall purposes and Latrine slab with tarpaulin to install a latrine 

unit at his house to avoid open defecation.



Result:  Shamsher Ali once in his good days had purchased a piece of land but was unable to 

construct his own house due to his family more expenditure compare to his earning. After 

getting the shelter material he borrowed some money from his relatives and constructed a 

room. He didn't only construct a room but fixed the tarpaulin made boundary walls and also 

installed a latrine unit. Shamsher Ali got rid of rented houses and monthly rent which was 

almost half of his monthly earning. Shamsher Ali now enrolled his 2 children in school which 

he couldn't earlier due to the money he was paying for house rental. 

“It is unbelievable and a moment of extreme excitement for me and my family to live in our 

own house and my children are going school”

















During the reporting year Pakistan Centre for Philanthropy (PCP) renewed certification for a 

period of three years after successfully meeting certification standards and requirements. 

LASOONA also got registered with FATA social welfare department which is a mandatory 

requirement for implementing any projects in FATA. Apart from continued collaboration 

with SUN CSA and other national and provincial forums, LASOONA also renewed its 

membership with HRDN and NHN. In an effort to broaden donors base new partnership 

established with UNOCHA for implementation of emergency WASH project in Kurram 

Agency. LASOONA also selected as strategic partner of Action Aid
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